Reagan: Marines will stay in Lebanon

By James Gerstenzang
Of the Associated Press

WASHINGTON (AP) — President Reagan said Wednesday that American forces will remain in Lebanon as long as there's a chance that peace can be restored there and he intends to do everything possible to send Communist Syria to quitting a bloodbath in this process.

Reagan said great progress has been made in Beirut since he dispatched 1,600 Marines as peacekeepers to the Mideast nearly a year ago. He pointed to Israel's partial withdrawal, the election of a Lebanese government, and the "succe..." (magazine name) containing 10,000 PLO military personnel.

"If I don't think there's anyway we should just stand by and allow Syria to destroy what so many people have sacrificed so much for our freedom," he declared.

Fielding questions at his first news conference in nearly three months, Reagan said he would sign a bill which cleared the Senate 78-22 earlier in the day, to make a legal federal holiday honoring Dr. Martin Luther King Jr., the civil rights leader assassinated on April 4, 1968. King would be the first black person to honored since George Washington.

The president said he would have preferred something more, but that, "Since they seem bent on making it a national holiday..." he will sign that legislation," Reagan said.

With a good-natured jibe at the press, Reagan ducked questions about whether and when he might formally declare his candidacy for re-election. "I don't know," he's already done since his authorization of a campaign committee on Monday.

He said he would make his decision known later, "The road someday before my birthday, I will put your minds at ease," he said with obvious relish.

Reagan's birthday is on Feb. 6. His associates say they are convinced that he will run.

Plane crash field work close to end

By John Racine
Staff Writer

National Transportation Safety Board investigators are expected to conclude their field work Thursday on the Oct. 11 crash of an Air Illinois plane in which all 16 people on board died.

Ron Schleece, chief investigator of site "as is" based in Carbondale, said that the 10 remaining members of the NTSB investigative team will leave Thursday.

The crash site, which one point included a total of 25 investigators from the Federal Aviation Administration and the NTSB, has been at the crash site in Pinckneyville since Oct. 12 and more recently at hangars at the Southern Illinois Airport near Carbondale.

Schleece said most of the crew members will return to the Washington, D.C., headquarters while others will go to Dallas, Texas, and Virginia to check out different parts of the twp-week assignment.

"We'll be taking key parts to Washington with us," Schleece said.

Once back in Washington the NTSB will begin its investigation, which has been described as a "process of elimination..."

"A lot of our investigation time is spent checking out routine things," hurman, a spokesman for the NTSB in Washington said. "We don't begin an investigation or a particular test expecting that our particular course of action will bear fruit...""

Swann lake

Staff Photo by Neville Leborg

Brian Swann, junior in design, uses a limp to row his homemade boat in a test float on Campus Lake. Swann built the homemade boat we intended to a large project, as part of a project for a design class taught by Richard Archer.

Gus Bode

Gus says: it comes to a choice between having a prison or a nuke dump nearby, remember that cons won't make you glow or you hair fall out.

Groups plan rally protesting missile deployment by U.S.

By Karen Tory
Staff Writer

The Mid-America Peace Project and six other local organizations will stage a rally at noon Saturday in the Federal Building in Carbondale as part of an international day of protest against the planned deployment of Cruise and Pershing II missiles in Europe.

Opponents fear that deployment of the missiles scheduled to begin in December, will have a destabilizing effect on relations between the United States and the Soviet Union, according to Joyce Fry, MAPP spokesperson.

"If any of these missiles, the Soviet Union will have to go to a launch-warning computer response — meaning there would be only six seconds to stop war now," Fry said. The Cruise and Pershing II missiles both are "fast, powerful intercontinental weapons with a capacity to destroy a target before the Soviets could retaliate...""Proponents of deployment, including U.S. Sen. Charles Percy and Alan Dixon of U.S. Rep. Paul Simon, D-Ill., argue that the missiles are needed as a bargaining chip in U.S.-Soviet arms reduction negotiations. Simon voted against the Delums Amendment, which would have defeated $432.8 million allocated for Pershing II missiles from the current year's European budget and would have delayed their deployment in Europe until after 1985. The U.S. House rejected the amendment 292-156.

The Carbondale rally will be one of many scheduled across the country, said Fry, and will coincide with the end of a week of protests..."Letters from Simon, Percy and, possibly, Dixon, defending their support of the deployment will be read at the rally, Fry said. Karen Greenberg, a member of Southern Illinoisans for a Nuclear Freeze, will read Fry's letter.

Six other speakers will discuss the cruise and pershing II missile, which is sponsored by...See RALLY, Page 2

Dump-site amendments OK'd

By Karen Tory
Staff Writer

Two amendments to the proposed Midwest Interstate Compact on Low-Level Radioactive Waste were approved by an Illinois Senate committee Tuesday and were scheduled to be voted on by the full Senate later Wednesday evening.

The Senate Agriculture, Conservation and Energy Committee approved an amendment that would shift sharing liability among all compact member states for inspection, clean-up and closure of dump sites, state Sen. Gene Johns, D-Makanda, said.

The compact would form an appraisal district to determine the value of all states to share a disposal site for low-level radioactive waste.

A second amendment barring the use of shallow land burial or underground injection wells, considered to be unsafe disposal methods, also was passed by the committee, said Johns, who is a committee member.

Johns said he and state Sen. Kenneth Buzbee, D-Makanda, plan to propose additional amendments to allow for more citizen participation in the compact and legislative control over the regional management plan, which would determine how dump sites are operated.

The amendments would maintain public hearings to discuss the compact in each member state and require each state legislature to approve the management plan before it is enacted, Johns said.

The Senate took one step Tuesday toward trying to establish legislative control over nuclear waste disposal by overriding Gov. Thompson's veto of Senate Bill 448, which would prohibit the licensing of a low-level waste dump site without consent of the General Assembly.

"This approval power gives communities some leverage over a situation where a low-level site might be established," Buzbee said, noting that currently the state Department of Nuclear Safety and the governor have control over where a site may be located.

"At least we have the right to represent these people, someone will have the ability to say 'yes' and 'no' to those who may try to put nuclear waste in this state," Johns said.

Illinois, the fourth largest generator of nuclear waste in the United States, is considered a leading candidate to host a new site if the compact is approved.

"I'm not sure," spokesman, for the Department of Nuclear Safety, said Tuesday that his agency would look at all the amendments because they would prevent Illinois from participating in the negotiations in late 1984-85, with four states which already have approved the agreement.

The exact same day that Illinois and all party states and amending states would force those states to consider a new bill for Illinois to take care of its low-level waste alone, Elmer said.

Kathleen Kusick of Illinois South Project, an activist group that opposes the original compact, argued that Illinois should not make a hasty decision. Only four of 14 eligible states have joined the compact, she said, and Illinois could form another agreement under the Senate amendment with the others.

"The worst reason in the world not to do something is because it takes more time," Kusick said.
King bill approved by Senate; Reagan says he'll OK holiday

WASHINGTON (AP) - The Senate on Wednesday approved President Reagan's bill establishing a national holiday in memory of slain Civil Rights hero King Jr. That supreme honor has been accorded to only one other American, George Washington.

Reagan has promised to sign the bill, which designates the third Monday in January, starting in 1986, as a legal holiday in King's name. Final congressional action, sought for years, came more than 15 years after the civil rights leader was assassinated.

King's widow, Coretta, and his son, Martin III, supported the measure from the Senate gallery as the climactic roll call was taken.

The family was accompanied from the Senate gallery by the legislation and national security subcommittee of the Government Operations Committee.

King founded.

Under attack was a White House directive proposed last March as a way of preventing unauthorized disclosure of classified material. Also drawing fire was a similar proposal being considered by the Pentagon.

The plan calls for federal employees and civilian contractors with access to classified information to be disciplined for refusing to take a polygraph examination in connection with a leak.

Dr. Kenneth J. Coffey of the Government Accounting Office, the investigative arm of Congress, said the proposals would apply to 2.5 million of the 5.1 million federal employees as well as another 1.3 million people employed by defense contractors.

"It is aimed primarily at reducing leaks to the media," Coffey said, adding that the plan would have deserved "only a small number" of the 328 leaks reported to the GAO by executive branch agencies during the past five years.

Gibbons said that "there is no scientific evidence to establish the validity of polygraph testing for screening a large number of employees in connection with the investigation of unauthorized disclosures."

Reagan anti-leak plan criticized

WASHINGTON (AP) - Calls to improve the effectiveness of a "lie detector," the head of the congressional Office of Technology Assessment, said Wednesday there is no scientific evidence to support a Reagan administration leak-plugging plan that would make almost anyone a "fear detector," the head of the Senate.

Calling Reagan's proposal a "major attempt to recommit the country to a small arsenal of fear," the head of the Committee, marked for the first time for study after the civil rights leader was assassinated.

For the first time in Congress, King was accorded the same recognition as the late President Reagan has been accorded to only one Supreme Court justice.

Reagan has promised to sign the bill, which designates the third Monday in January, starting in 1986, as a legal holiday in King's name. Final congressional action, sought for years, came more than 15 years after the civil rights leader was assassinated.

King's widow, Coretta, and his son, Martin III, supported the measure from the Senate gallery as the climactic roll call was taken.

The family was accompanied from the Senate gallery by the legislation and national security subcommittee of the Government Operations Committee.

Under attack was a White House directive proposed last March as a way of preventing unauthorized disclosure of classified material. Also drawing fire was a similar proposal being considered by the Pentagon.

The plan calls for federal employees and civilian contractors with access to classified information to be disciplined for refusing to take a polygraph examination in connection with a leak.

Dr. Kenneth J. Coffey of the Government Accounting Office, the investigative arm of Congress, said the proposals would apply to 2.5 million of the 5.1 million federal employees as well as another 1.3 million people employed by defense contractors.

"It is aimed primarily at reducing leaks to the media," Coffey said, adding that the plan would have deserved "only a small number" of the 328 leaks reported to the GAO by executive branch agencies during the past five years.

Gibbons said that "there is no scientific evidence to establish the validity of polygraph testing for screening a large number of employees in connection with the investigation of unauthorized disclosures."

FERTILITY AWARENESS CLASSES

Learn how to use this method of predicting when a woman's fertile times. These classes will cover in depth the application of Fertility Awareness for use as a method of birth control. Classes will meet in the Wellness Center Conference Room.

Meets Tuesdays, 3:00 to 5:00 p.m., for two consecutive weeks beginning in October 25th. Registration is required. Call 536-4441

---

SALE! 3¢

We've moved . . .

next to Campus McDonald's.

815 S. Illinois, Carbondale

457-2223

---

ARMY ROTC TRY JUMPING OFF A MOUNTAIN.

Rappelling . . . descending a precipice by rope and the seat of your pants. It's the fastest way down. Except for free fall.

Rappelling is one part of a challenging academic and extracurricular program offered by Army ROTC.

ARMY ROTC LEARN WHAT IT TAKES TO LEAD.

For details, contact:

Paul J. Raffaelli
Army ROTC
433-5768
Register for AMS 102
Agent Orange cases continue

By Dave Narees
Staff Writer

Although publicity surrounding Agent Orange appears to have decreased, the attention given to veterans with alleged Agent Orange related illnesses hasn't.

At least that's true for Vietnam veterans requesting treatment from the Veterans Administration Hospital in Marion.

Physicians at the hospital have examined a total of 383 Vietnam-era veterans, but special attention is given to those suspected of having been exposed to Agent Orange related illnesses. Of which were conducted the last year, according to Robert Walters, chief of medical administration at Marion VA Hospital.

"Every Vietnam era veteran who reports to this facility is asked if they feel they were exposed to Agent Orange and would like the examination," he said. "No matter what they originally come in for." Walters said staff members for treatment depends on the individual and the type of complaint. Anyone who comes into the hospital believes his illness is Agent Orange related, the hospital will give an examination on the person's word alone.

"We are here to do the examinations, not to prove or disprove," he said. "We encourage veterans to take the examination - at least to ease their mind."

Walters added that "any Vietnam vet who the physician believes needs treatment will receive treatment."

Walters said staff members at the hospital examine and treat patients who suspect they have been in contact with the herbicide, but they do not order tests if the veteran's illnesses are definitely caused by the herbicide. Walters said if staff members suspect the illnesses are Agent Orange related, the results of the veteran's examination are sent to the VA regional office in Chicago, and also to the Agent Orange Project Office in Washington, D.C. He said experts then decide whether the illness was caused by the herbicide, which contains the highly toxic substance diosin, and whether disability compensation is justified.

The examination is basically the same as other physicals offered at the hospital, he said, but special attention is given to organ systems alleged to be most frequently affected by exposures to Agent Orange herbicides such as Agent Orange.

Overall, Walters believes there 'just aren't that many cases' of veterans reporting Agent Orange related illnesses to the hospital. One reason is because there aren't a lot of Vietnam veterans in the area he said.

Another reason is because many veterans are misinformed about Agent Orange, and many don't know they're eligible for treatment, he said.

To help eliminate this problem, Walters said, the hospital has just received a film titled "Agent Orange," which was produced by the Veterans Administration. He said the film is currently being shown to hospital staff, but said they will make the film available to any group in the area which requests to see it.

Walters added, "We want to emphasize that the only thing a Vietnam era veteran who believes he has been exposed to Agent Orange needs to do to receive a free examination is make an appointment with the VA facility."

CRASH from Page 1

"We can say that there was an electrical problem before the crash but we can't really say in what extent," Furman said.

The planes crashed shortly after 9 p.m. Oct. 11, on the farm of John and Arilla Fisher, who live north of Pekin and west of Tamaroa.

On Wednesday the 76-year-old Fisher said he will be glad to see the investigators go, but doubts that life will return to normal very soon. "It took a week for all the attention to build and for the investigators to finish and I just don't believe that it's gonna be normal around here for quite a while," he said. "My wife still can't sleep at night."

Food testing continues in mass botulism case

PEORIA (AP) — Health investigators, working around the clock against a botulism outbreak that has hospitalized 31 people, were using patient food histories and laboratory tests to track the elusive cause, officials said Wednesday.

Tests had confirmed botulism in six of the seven victims remained hospitalized Wednesday. Two were in critical condition and at least seven were on respirators because of breathing difficulties.

Those hospitalized with confirmed cases of botulism, and those who have been clinically diagnosed as having botulism, have been given two doses of anti-toxin, Dougherty said.

Break Away From The Ordinary, Discover The Salon With a Difference

THE HAIR LAB

715 S. University
329-3905

Sun. Nov. 6th March of Dimes Cut-A-Thon From 1pm-7pm
Liquor hypocrisy

AS THE SITE for the proposed downtown conference center was finalized in recent weeks, the debate about Plaza 200 and the proposed downtown church may become the top priorities in the city. City officials can change their minds about the ordinance, as they did not ratify the vote between celebration. But they appear to be showing favoritism to Stan Hoye, and that’s bad.

AGREED, no conference center would be complete without a restaurant serving liquor and a bar. Those elements are necessary for the success of the center and Hoye should be granted a license there are other situations where the council could improve the strip.

Our councilman from the West End, John Dixon, said, “It is a bad idea to allow a restaurant on the Strip to other locations as part of the city’s downtown renewal plans.”

City officials can change their minds about the ordinance, as they didn’t reach an agreement between celebration. But they appear to be showing favoritism to Stan Hoye, and that’s bad.

THE COUNCIL’s willingness to bend the rules for their pet project, but no other legitimate requests for the bars.

The Strip will not go away as long as there are successful bars and students who are willing to spend their money there. The council must realize that a clean sweep of Strip bars is not possible.

The route to a modern, appealing downtown area is not to run out profit-motivated businesses—bars or not—to upgrade those businesses through hatchet-like taxation standards and by granting licenses to those individuals who will establish clean, well-managed businesses on the Strip. The route to controversy, on the other hand, is favoring the wishes of the general public.

By Brad Lancodar

Letters

Raise voices against arms race

The weather may be cooling off here in America’s heartland, but for people around the world who have dedicated their lives to the future of humanity, this promises to be a “hot autumn.”

There is a real controversy in the real world out there and it depends on a peaceful solution to it. That is the theme of the international effort proposed for Oct. 29.

Greenpeace, an organization based in West Germany, is leading the fight against the deployment of Soviet SS-20 missiles in Western Europe. The Reagan administration’s decision to go for the deployment of these weapons systems is that they are necessary to counterbalance the new Soviet S3-95 aimed at our Western European allies. We at the Mid-America Peace Project disagree, however, and feel that the introduction of these weapons, which are capable of first strike, on European soil will represent a significant destabilization of the current military balance in the area. According to former Secretary of State Alexander Haig, “There are contingencies where NATO will have to use nuclear weapons to defend itself.”

The U.S. stands alone as the only nation even to unleash nuclear horror on an enemy, and they are the civilian targets at that. The U.S. is also the only country that refuses to denounce the first use of nuclear weapons in any conflict involving its national interests.

Many times our nation has acknowledged the link between destruction as a direct result of computer system failures. Only the precious few extra moments available for confirmation of an attack on our own nation have saved us all from an accidental fate. If these newer, faster, sleeker weapons systems are deployed, this threat will be a source of great fear and paranoia for the Soviets. Cold war tensions are already at their highest levels in years and this move to force the Russians to back down poses a serious threat of further detente among East-West relations.

Join us at noon Oct. 22 at the Carbondale Federal Building and raise your voice in protest against this escalation of the nuclear arms race. Our brothers and sisters in Western Europe are counting on us to help them say “no,” to thank you for your support.

Andrew J. Leighton, Junior, Policiel Science and 18 others.

T-shirt illustration is more exploitation

The area between Fauser and Sander has been a contentious subject since Governor John Engler announced his plans to move the state capital to Midland. As the southernmost part of Fauser, it was once the site of a large manufacturing center, home to a thriving textile industry and a bustling population. Today, however, the area is largely deserted, with only a few industrial buildings and a small number of homes remaining.

The T-shirt design was inspired by the history of the area, with images of mill explosions and workers protesting for better working conditions. The design is a commentary on the exploitative nature of the textile industry and the struggles faced by those who worked in the mills.

“T-shirt designs are often seen as a way to celebrate local history and culture,” said Karen Terry, a local artist. “But sometimes they can also be a way to raise awareness about the struggles faced by those who came before us.”

T-shirts can be a powerful tool for education and social change, but it’s important to consider the implications of the designs we create and how they might be perceived by others. Karen Terry’s design is a thoughtful reminder of the past, but also serves as a call to action for those who wish to learn more about the history of the area and work towards a more just future.

“By wearing this T-shirt, you’re not just supporting local art and history,” she said. “You’re also saying something about the kind of society we want to live in.”

T-shirt designs can have a significant impact on how people think about the world around them. By choosing to create and wear designs like this, we can help to shape a more just and equitable society for all.”
Chapman turns on the Python charm

By Jeff Wilkinson
Associate
Editorial Page Editor

Graham Chapman didn’t perform Tuesday night. But he did make people laugh.

To a crowd of about 500 at Shryock Auditorium, Chapman fielded questions and showed clips — two at a time if the hirsute projectorist got it right — of classic Monty Python sketches like “Tennis Anyone as Filmed by Sam Peckinpaw” and “British Housewives Visit Jean Paul Sartre.”

“This is not a formal lecture,” said Chapman, who looked much older and thinner than he did in Monty Python’s BBC television shows or in his starring roles in such films as “Monty Python and the Holy Grail,” in which he played King Arthur, and “The Life of Brian,” in which he played, well, Brian. “Let’s begin by you giving me five minutes of abuse.”

The crowd obliged with cat-calls, boos and jeers — a nice way to start a lecture.

“Tennis Anyone” is not exactly the correct word. “Discussion” is more correct. Chapman came off more like a university professor than a zany comedian. He took his time and answered all the questions the audience cared to ask, no matter how stupid. Sometimes he answered straight, sometimes with humor, but always with honesty. He depended on the audience to provide the opportunities for humor.

When asked about the subject matter of his latest script he answered, “I don’t know yet and I wouldn’t tell you anyway.”

“Of course!” yelled someone from the balcony.

“Really!” Chapman responded, “Why don’t you leave the room then.”

When corrected by a member of the audience for using the British pronunciation of “schedule” — “sch” pronounced “sh” — he apologetically said, “Oh, my, sorry. I forgot we were in America!”

“Terry Gilliam (a fellow Python) is an American and we’re constantly amazed by the lack of words in his vocabulary,” he said. “It’s so great and that really pisses me off.” We were flying over Lake Superior once and he walked down and said, “Look guys, a whole bunch of water!” It didn’t exactly capture the majesty of the scene. We were amazed.

And so was the audience in Shryock. But Chapman’s discussion wasn’t limited to the funny stuff. He openly talked about his battle with alcoholism, his homosexuality and the death of his friend, Keith Moon, former drummer for the rock band The Who who died in October of 1978 of a drug overdose.

“Keith was the type of person who would do the things all of us want to do but don’t have the nerve. He once rode his own Rolls Royce into a swimming pool just to see if he could get out before he drowned. He did. ‘Get out that is,’” Chapman said.

“But the event that best describes Keith started when he was walking through the lobby of a hotel playing some new Who cuts rather loudly on a portable tape player. The manager came over and asked him to ‘turn that noise off.’ Keith quietly obliged — surprisingly — and went back to his room.

“Well it happened The Who was using a lot of very powerful fireworks in their stage performance at the time. I didn’t know yet and I wouldn’t tell you anyway.”

But having Moon as a best friend is a dangerous occupation. Chapman said at the time he quit drinking, he was downing to fluid ounces of gin a day. He admitted being drunk most of the time he was working on television and for most of the filming of “Holy Grail.”

“Being drunk made acting very difficult,” he said, “I couldn’t remember the lines and it was very hard to get up in the morning. It really thought I was fairly good to my work, I thought to myself, ‘This isn’t fair to the others.’ But then it struck me, ‘Wait, I’m not being fair to myself! This is stupid.’ So then and there I decided to quit drinking permanently. Of course I remained mildly drunk for the rest of the filming so I wouldn’t have to go through the unpleasant physical effects.

Now Graham Chapman has dried out. And he said that since the initial two-year adjustment period, he has been working constantly and that the work comes much easier.

“I can remember lines now, and writing is much easier with a clear head.”

His most recent literary effort, “The Autobiography of a Lie, Volume 3,” (volume 6 was started a few years ago) was, he said, therapy.

“I really thought I wasn’t going to live very much longer and I wanted to get my life down on paper so I could review it. And it has helped me. I believe. Everything is much better now.

For 457-2232
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St. Louis Cardinals vs. New York Giants
Monday, Oct. 24

HALF TIME FEATURING THE SIG MARCHING SALUKIS

Only $22
- Includes transportation & tickets

Sign up in the SPC Office
3rd floor Student Center

For more info, call 534-3193

MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL IN ST. LOUIS

Graham Chapman, actor and writer for Monty Python.
Senior in music to give recital

Erin Stevens, senior in music education, will perform a recital on baritone horn with accompanist Anita Hutton at 8 p.m. Thursday at the Old Baptist Foundation.

Stevens will perform four movements from "Lyric Suite" by Donald H. White. "La Femme A Barbe" by J. Reichenbach and "Fantasia" by Gordon Jacob. Dan Ward will provide a valve trombone accompaniment in his recital at 8 p.m. Friday at SPC Center. Ward's recital will include music ranging from Kennan's "Theme and Variations" to "Fast Track" and other music by Thomson, Moorman and Stucky. Ward graduated from Murphysboro High School and is a student in music education. He plays with the SUIC Jazz Band and the Marching Salukis. Both recitals are free.

Bike race scheduled Sunday

A 22-mile bike race will be sponsored by Sigma Phi Sigma, the mortuary science fraternity, at 10 a.m. Sunday. The race will have three divisions: a 55-mile race for licensed racers at 10 a.m.; an 11-mile women's race at 8 a.m.; and a 22-mile "men's" race at 10:30 a.m. According to Dave O'Dell, race director, entry fees are still available at WCIL and P.J.'s. Both races can be accepted up until the time of the race. The entry fee is $2.50 and trophies will be awarded for the first three places in the men's and women's divisions.

The race course starts at the front of the STC Building and circles around Campus Lake, a 2.2 mile circuit. SIUC Security Police will close off Douglas Drive for the race.

We anticipate a big turn-out," said O'Dell. O'Dell said anyone wishing further information should call the Allied Health office in the School of Technical Careers.

ENTERTAINMENT GUIDE

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT

Ansrews — Fridays and Saturdays at 8 p.m. Ansrews will put you on your feet with the strong percussion sounds of their new band. Cover is $1.

Bleu Flambe — AREA COOK will sit up and going with their rock and country-rock music. Cover is 50 cents.

The COOL CATS cover will please everyone with their twist and twirl to your favorite tunes. Cover is 50 cents.

Ansrews — Fridays and Saturdays at 8 p.m. Ansrews will put you on your feet with the strong percussion sounds of their new band. Cover is $1.

Bleu Flambe — AREA COOK will sit up and going with their rock and country-rock music. Cover is 50 cents.

The COOL CATS cover will please everyone with their twist and twirl to your favorite tunes. Cover is 50 cents.

Ticket Information

Tickets are $3.50 for multiple shows or $2.50 for a single show. All proceeds benefit the Varsity Sports of the Student Council.

Video

Video will be open tonight.7:30. Then utilize that fancy footwork to the country music of STEVE NEWBERRY AND THE SOUTHLAND BAND. Saturday night, you're bound to love the country sounds of COUNTRY LOVIN'. On both nights, music is $2.50 for adults.

Gatlin's — RARE FORM will provide the vintage rock tunes Thursday and every other night. Friday night of every other week, Gatlin's will crank Crucifix and drum rockers together and make the best of the best. Cover is $1.50 for a single show or $2.50 for three shows. All proceeds benefit the Varsity Sports of the Student Council.

Great Escape — KATIE AND THE QUIET TYPE will play some of your favorite tunes Friday and Saturday nights.

Night Scene

Hangar 8— Now you can dance your way through the night to the music of professional artists COMBO AUDIO Thursday night. Cover is no cover. From Friday night to Wednesday night, PROTOCOL FUN KEYS AND THE TONGUETONEs will play cajun and reggae rhythms.

Senior in music to give recital

Erin Stevens, senior in music education, will perform a recital on baritone horn with accompanist Anita Hutton at 8 p.m. Thursday at the Old Baptist Foundation.

Stevens will perform four movements from "Lyric Suite" by Donald H. White. "La Femme A Barbe" by J. Reichenbach and "Fantasia" by Gordon Jacob. Dan Ward will provide a valve trombone accompaniment in his recital at 8 p.m. Friday at SPC Center. Ward's recital will include music ranging from Kennan's "Theme and Variations" to "Fast Track" and other music by Thomson, Moorman and Stucky. Ward graduated from Murphysboro High School and is a student in music education. He plays with the SUIC Jazz Band and the Marching Salukis. Both recitals are free.

Bike race scheduled Sunday

A 22-mile bike race will be sponsored by Sigma Phi Sigma, the mortuary science fraternity, at 10 a.m. Sunday. The race will have three divisions: an 85-mile race for licensed racers at 10 a.m.; an 11-mile women's race at 7 a.m.; and a 22-mile "men's" race at 10:30 a.m. According to Dave O'Dell, race director, entry fees are still available at WCIL and P.J.'s. Both races can be accepted up until the time of the race. The entry fee is $2.50 and trophies will be awarded for the first three places in the men's and women's divisions.

The race course starts at the front of the STC Building and circles around Campus Lake, a 2.2 mile circuit. SIUC Security Police will close off Douglas Drive for the race.

We anticipate a big turn-out," said O'Dell. O'Dell said anyone wishing further information should call the Allied Health office in the School of Technical Careers.
New drug may prevent herpes

NEW YORK (AP) — Vaccines to prevent herpes, hepatitis and influenza have been made by inserting genes from those viruses into smallpox vaccines, opening the way to cheaper, safer and simpler methods of immunization, researchers said Tuesday.

The technique could conceivably be used against any infectious disease, whether it is caused by a virus, bacterium or parasite, said Enno Paoletti, a virologist at the New York State Health Department and the developer of the new vaccine.

A report of the most recent research — done by Paoletti in collaboration with Dennis Panicali, also a virologist, at the Center for Laboratories and Research of the state Health Department in Albany — will appear in December in the Proceedings of the National Academy of Science.

Asked to comment on Paoletti's and Panicali's work, Joseph Espósito, a virologist at the Centers for Disease Control in Atlanta, said it "has tremendous potential" and will lead to vaccines with important advantages over existing vaccines.

Paoletti said it should be possible to use the technique to construct a single vaccine that could protect against as many as a dozen diseases. Dr. David Axelrod, the New York State Health Commissioner, suggested, for example, that the research might lead to a single vaccine to protect children against all of the common childhood diseases, such as measles, mumps and chickenpox.

It is not yet known whether the body's immune system is capable of developing immunity to several disease at once, Axelrod said. As for hepatitis, for example, the current vaccine costs about $20 per administration, must be given in three doses, and must be kept refrigerated. For those reasons, the vaccine is difficult to use in underdeveloped nations, where the incidence of hepatitis is greatest.

A hepatitis vaccine based on Paoletti's technique, on the other hand, would not need to be refrigerated, could be given with a single skin prick, and would probably cost something like 80 cents per administration, Paoletti said.

In the case of herpes and other diseases for which there is no existing vaccine, the technique could lead to rapid development of vaccines.

Grassroots article deadline is Nov. 1

The editors of SIU-C's literary magazine, Grassroots, are accepting submissions for this fall's issue. Submissions may be taken to the office of Grassroots faculty adviser Philip Graham, Facer 257, and may include short stories, drama or poetry.

The deadline to submit entries is Nov. 1.
Active language study program opens ‘door of understanding’

By Debra Calburn
Staff Writer

Nestor Gomez came to the United States from Venezuela to attend college. When he arrived, he spoke very little English. Now, he can communicate in English with ease and confidence.

Gomez, as well as Lupita Vergara, of Columbia, and Ivanna Sanchez, of Costa Rica, were among the 180 students enrolled in the Center for English as a Second Language program during an eight-week term that ended Friday.

There are four levels of study for undergraduates in the program. There is a fifth level for graduate students. All three students have completed the fourth level.

Sanchez, who intends to major in secretarial and office specialties, said that the biggest problem for new international students is listening and understanding verbal communication.

Vergara agreed: “CESL has opened the door of communication for us.”

Before his work with CESL, Gomez had communication problems with his roommate. He said rarely would anyone talk to him and when they did, they did so in an impatient manner. He praises the program because now he can communicate well with native speakers.

Richard Daesch, associate director, said, “Our effort is to get students to be able to use the English language as efficiently as possible. That’s why we teach English six hours a day. The emphasis is on use and practice with the language in order to prepare the student to function in the academic setting.”

Roughly 90 percent of the students in the program are preparing for study in a college or university. Gomez plans to major in civil engineering while Vergara plans to enter business.

About 65 to 70 percent of the international students are studying engineering, business, computer science or some other science-related field, according to Daesch.

For the most part, these students are very academically minded and industrious, he said.

The average number of students in the program is about 150, with about 20 to 25 countries represented at any one time. Most the international students come from the Middle East and Asia.

An English test is given at the beginning of each term to determine at which level students will begin receiving instruction. Students beginning at the first level should be able to complete the program within a year, if no levels are repeated. Students are placed into classes with respect to language groups. The average class size is about 15 students.

English is the medium used for instruction in all of the courses.

“More often than not the teachers do not speak the language of the students who come through here,” Daesch said.

See STORY, Page 17

Group to consider changes

A meeting of the Shawnee Group to consider proposed redesignation of eight roadless areas in Shawnee National Forest will be held at 7:30 p.m. Thursday at the First Federal Savings and Loan, 500 W. Main.

Kenneth Henderson, Shawnee National Forest supervisor, will speak to the group about redesignating areas around Garden of the Gods, Panther Den and Clear Springs to areas for wilderness management and recreation. Henderson is asking for public opinion before any decisions are made about the roadless areas. The public is invited.

The Shawnee Group favors the redesignation, as wilderness management areas are protected from lumbering, according to Anne Hill, Shawnee Group vice president.

The Shawnee Group is a local chapter of the nationwide Sierra Club.

A hike in the Clear Springs roadless area, led by veteran hiker Ed Adams, is being sponsored by the group Saturday. Hikers will depart at 9:30 a.m. from Carbondale’s First National Bank, 500 S. University and the public is invited, according to SIUC Speech Instructor Bryan Crew.
Free for the swift: The first 200 people who buy two of the new, hit CBS records or cassettes shown here will receive a giant full-color poster of a CBS artist or group! These store display posters are limited edition instant collectors' items... not available for sale. Better hurry in... or all you'll get will be the giant savings!

**CBS Record and Cassette Sale!**

"Available at your Favorite Record Store"
Interior design degree takes more than just choosing colors

By John Stewart
Staff Writer

Interior design "makes you be someone and it brings out the best work in you," according to Sara Right, president of the American Society of Interior Designers.

To be successful in an interior design major at SIU-C, you don't have to be a "soap opera" type personality, but you need a positive attitude, grit and determination, she said.

She said the interior design major is misunderstood: "Some people think all we do is choose color combinations."

Interior Designers layout rooms considering space analysis and planning, and do presentations to clients, custom designing and furniture selection. Designers work with architects in making buildings better places to live and work. Designers lay out rooms according to use, as well as to reflect humanistic values and to create an atmosphere, she said.

Last spring the Committee on Academic Priorities recommended that the resources allocated to the Interior Design Program. In Vice President of Academic Affairs John Goyon's responses released Sept. 16, he directed that the program be moved from the College of Human Resources to the School of Art. Goyon also eliminated the graduate program in environmental design and the undergraduate design major. The major in design featured specializations in product, countrytown and visual communication design.

Reep, a graduate student in environmental design, said she was sad all the majors can't remain, but the move to the School of Art may open up some new possibilities.

"We'll make the best of it and maybe gain more creativity," she said. "I haven't heard one negative word (from any of the students)"

The faculty of the School of Art and the Interior Design Program have both voted unanimously for their integration, said Guy McGinnis, coordinator of the interior design major.

Next fall, students starting the interior design major will be enrolled in a newly designed curriculum, which McGinnis has spent five years developing. The program, considered to be the third best in the nation by McGinnis, will remain as difficult while putting a greater stress on aesthetics and state of the art technology, he said.

"Students are ready to work for any type of interior design firm or design department after their preparation at SIU-C," Reep said.

"The teaching is geared at the highest level, so a student can leave SIU and land a job at a prestigious firm in a large city," she said.

The American Society of Interior Designers assists interior design students in their professional contacts, learning about the business end of designing, and about the job market, according to G. Thomas Holtzschau, vice president of the group.

The society is a student chapter of the professional group which licenses interior designers. The group sponsors trips to see various design structures regularly and has professional designers speak at their meetings to enhance their classroom learning.

Warden fears more inmate violence

By Terri Colby
Associated Press Writer

CENTRALIA (AP) — Putting any more inmates into the already overcrowded Centralia Correctional Institution "is a disaster," Warden George Welborn said Tuesday.

The maximum-security prison, designed to house 750 inmates, now has housed 1,500, Welborn said. Welborn said he fears the Legislature may send additional inmates to Centralia, pushing its population as high as 2,000.

"If more and more inmates are crammed into our environment, violence is going to go up and my staff's lives and the inmates' will be in jeopardy," he said.

Welborn led reporters and photographers around the prison, where 130 inmates sleep on the floor of the gymnasium floor and another 34 sleep in the floor of the prison chapel.

Inmates sleeping on the gymnasium and chapel floors said tension was high in the close quarters, where mattresses are little more than a foot apart.

"We're just stuck in here like cattle," said inmate Jeffrey Haule, 30, of Chicago. "We're still human beings and I think we should be given that consideration."

Inmate William Cody, 33, of Chicago said inmates in the general population area are frustrated because they no longer have indoor recreation designs in the gym.

"Everyone has been patient, waiting," Cody said. "But, we're still human beings and I think we should be given that consideration."

Welborn said secure inmates have increased in the past month since 200 additional inmates arrived.

Discipline problems, which have averaged three to four per month in past years, jumped to 17 in the last 30 days, he said.

Reports of incidents such as prison disturbances or assaults increased from an average of four or five to 22, he said.

Inmates who in the past were rewarded for good behavior in maximum-security institutions by being transferred to Centralia are requesting transfers back to maximum-security prisons, Welborn said.

"I just want people to be forewarned — if you put 1,500 inmates in here, there's going to be problems," he said.

Welborn said he hopes the Legislature to relax the state's double cellings, to allow inmates now sleeping on floors to be moved into the prison's 68-square-foot cells.

But, Welborn said, he fears the Legislature then would send additional inmates to Centralia and he wouldn't be able to provide basic services.
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Gay church holds first service

By John Schrag
Staff Writer

Members and friends of the new gay church in Carbondale have finally found a place to worship.

The recently-established local congregation of the Universal Fellowship of Metropolitan Community Churches held its first worship service this evening at the Interfaith Center in Carbondale.

Reid Christensen, minister of the controversial local church, had looked for a week to find a place to worship before he was told that he could hold services at the center.

Christensen, who has also helped found other UFMCC congregations in Springfield, Peria, and Carbondale, said he was "elated" at the news.

He said that because members of UFMCC congregations are predominantly homosexual, traditional churches are often reluctant to allow their buildings to be used by UFMCC members. UFMCC congregations often end up having to rent space for their worship services, he said.

The Interfaith Center is operated by University Christian Ministries, an ecumenical campus ministry sponsored by the United Church of Christ, the Presbyterian Church, the Christian Church (Disciples of Christ) and the Church of the Brethren.

UCM's board of directors unanimously voted two weeks ago to allow the UFMCC group to worship at the center, which is located at the corner of Grand and South Illinois avenues, for a weekly fee of $10.

Christensen said he was "elated" at the board's decision, particularly in light of the opposition that his ministry has received from some Carbondale residents.

I'm overwhelmed that a board made up of an ecumenical background would vote unanimously to allow us to hold services in their building," he said.

Worship services will be held at the center each Sunday at 8 p.m. Christensen said.

He said that 16 people showed up for the service on Sunday, which he said received little advance publicity.

UFMCC services are a mixture of other traditional worship experiences, he said.

Services include handclasping, common in some Baptist and other churches, and testimony, borrowed from the Pentecostal tradition. Christensen said.

The weekly communion service, he said, strictly adheres to the Renar Catholic tradition.

Christensen said that although his church members concerns to gays, "homosexuality is not an issue." He said.

He also stressed that membership to the church is not restricted to gays. He said that there are heterosexual members in all the other UFMCC congregations that he is familiar with.

Christensen, who came to Carbondale in August, has also been holding bible study sessions on Sunday evenings at his residence. He said about 21 people have been active in the church's activities. He said he expects more people to participate now that worship services are being held.

Despite some residents who have criticized the church through letters to the editor, Christensen said that he has been surprised by the support shown for his ministry in Southern Illinois.

Alaska stops oil lease firms

ANCHORAGE (AP) - The Alaska Division of Banking, Corporations and Securities issued an order two out-of-state firms to stop soliciting potential oil and gas lease investors until they register properly with the state.

Alaska Oil Development Corp., of Arlington Heights, Ill., and Gas Lease Program, Inc., of Hollandale, Fla., had "false and deceptive" "vend and desert" orders last week.

The state says Alaska Oil and Gas offers a "performance guarantee" which constitutes a security, and is not registered with the state as required.

Civil service employees elect rep

Civil Service employees have re-elected Joe Elliott, administrative assistant, as their representative to the State University Civil Service Advisory Committee to the merit Board.

Elliott won the election held Oct. 18 with 106 votes. Following him were George Forest, publications editor, 106 votes; Jerry Engler, accountant II, 72 votes; and Tom Wood, public information specialist, 28 votes.

Elliott said he was delighted with the re-election to the four-year post and added that he is looking forward to the first meeting of the Advisory Committee, slated for the last week in January.
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(1 carload) subject to change without notice.
Professor of potpourri

If a course isn't offered, Henry Dan Piper, professor of English, enjoys inventing one.

Curiosity keeps him moving

By Sheila Rogers
Staff Writer

Henry Dan Piper could have been a chemist, an historian, a lawyer or a newspaper editor. But, because he likes to write, he chose to be an English professor.

"I do not have the talent to support myself and my family with my talent. The best thing I can do is to associate with great writers is to teach," Piper said.

Piper, 52, received his bachelor's degree in chemistry from Princeton University, where he was editor of the Daily Princetonian, and also did his graduate work in chemistry. He then attended the New Jersey School of Law, after which he received his doctorate in American beer.

"I support myself and my family everyday life, said he's studied everything he's studied to his best. The best thing is to be a writer. The best thing is to use my talent. The best thing is to be an English student," Piper said.

"But, because he likes to write, he chose to be an English student," Piper said.

"I don't think people will get a sense of the world around them. I don't think they will learn anything unless you try something new. To learn how to swim, you have to jump in," he remarked.

Piper said that students should be more encouraged to move into the work force and that women, due to how they were treated in the past, are more reluctant than men. The most important change he has seen in his years teaching has been that women have become more assertive and are willing to try something different.

Dressed in blue jeans and a plaid shirt, Piper remarked that he likes SIU-C's location because it's different from other universities.

"Our University is in the wilderness, whereas other universities are in the cities with the taxpayers. I'd rather have the deer than the voters," he chuckled.

Thirty years ago, Piper said, students were treated like monkeys. They came from home, went to school, and were expected to study day in and day out.

We're Moving!!!

Our Inventory Must Be Sold Before We Move

We must be out by the end of the month. But we'll still be here in town to serve you. Our new location will be at 102 W. College. (Next to Andrews Hot Dogs)
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CARBONDALE - NEW CARPETED, nicely furnished, 2 bedroom, 1 bath, $290. Available November 1st. Phone 549-1907.

ONE BEDROOM CUT, furnished. 527-4207.

DUE TO POOR WEATHER - apartment hunting may be distracting. Remember - smoking is bad for you - & move into a non-smoking environment.

DECEASED PERSON'S OUTFIT. For sale. Call 549-4503.

HELP WANTED
HANDYMAN CARBONDALE - Part-time carpentry, plumbing, electrical work. Call 529-5533.

OVERSEAS JOBS - SUMMER-YEAR-ROUND. Open positions in Australia, Asia, All Fields. 549-5533. Apply for interview, write: Write Box C-5352, New York, N.Y. 10010.

1633 ONE AND TWO BEDROOMS, nicely furnished, energy saving, central air conditioned. Close to campus and quiet park. sewer. 529-3236 or 671-3084.

ROYAL RENTALS

FREE BUS TO SIU
• Laundromat • Coffee shop • 1 or 2 baths • 2 or 3 bedrooms • $145-$360

MOBILE X
Home Furnished. Only 2 miles North of Campus. Available

Horseback Riding.

ROOMMATES
VOTE TO BE ALONE! Why? We'll give you a furnished two-bedroom mobile home or apartment of any type. Phone Woodruff 351-3371. Why not?

CARBONDALE.

EXTRA NICE, 2 bedrooms, furnished, natural gas, unoccupied. Close to campus and University Mall. $165. Phone 529-5533.

CARBONDALE NICELY FURNISHED, 2 bedrooms, 1 bath, $240. All utilities included. Call 549-1907.


ALL MALE CARLIE, except graduate student, 2nd floor in new, neat, off-campus house. Lease 10-15. Call 549-1907 or 549-4503.

FREE RENTAL SERVICES.

oca
to
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3850.

12x460 TWO BEDROOM. Furnished. $175/month. 549-4727 after 3 p.m.

CARBONDALE: new carpeted, nicely furnished, 2 bedroom, 1 bath, $290. Available November 1st. Phone 549-1907.

POSITION AVAILABLE: Furnished, for elderly. Duties: To provide companionship, counseling and outreach to the elderly. Hours from 8:30 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. Call 549-4503 or 549-1907.

OCCUPATIONAL THERAPIST: Desired for small residential facility for injured adults. Full or part-time position. Call 549-4503 or 549-1907.

CARBONDALE ARCADE ATTENDANTS. One full-time, one part-time for Five Videos Arcade. 505 S. Illinois Avenue. Some evening work required. Excellent appearance and available to work at least 18 hours a week: person 18-19 to 20-30 between 8 am and 11 pm. Phone 549-4503 or 549-1907.

D J TO WORK FRI & SAT nights from 8 pm until close. Pay negotiable. Call 549-4503 or 549-1907.

LOSING KEYS - EN route down Chicago Avenue. 549-549-6500. Call 549-4503 or 549-1907.


NIGHTSTAND, 208 E. 2nd St., 2 bed, 2 bath, $200. 457-4422.

HELP WANTED.

Dishes, Kitchen items, furniture, good clothes, books, etc. Pannell 5-555. Insure, inside if rain. 38515KX43


TAKE CARE OF STOR-N-LOCK MINI UNIT IN CARBONDALE, self storage units, 5 units, 5 different sizes, low rates, for more info, call 529-2233.

CLOTHING ALTERATIONS, EXPERIENCE. 53 1/2 Circle, 529-4767.

MOVING SALE SUNDAY. 12-5 p.m. 2-bedrm., dresser, desk, furniture, bike, miscellaneous. 529-9153.

SMILE TODAY

CARBONDALE, IL 62901; Carbondale Chicago Office, 1 E. Madison, 549-5533.


CARBONDALE TO ST. LOUIS: $28. Carbondale Bus. 549-4422. To Bloomington, IL 62501; Carbondale Chicago Office, 1 E. Madison, 549-5533.
Three guilty in grain fraud

DES MOINES, Iowa (AP) — A federal jury found AGRI Industries and three of its employees guilty Wednesday of conspiring to steal $580,000 worth of government-owned grain last May.

In addition to the grain marketing cooperative itself, the jury returned guilty verdicts against AGRI executive vice president Pat Kevlin, 51, of Des Moines; transportation manager Tom Williamson, 38, of Clive; and Jack Wygard, 43, of West Des Moines, AGRI’s chief wheat merchandiser.

The jury acquitted Michael J. O’Dowd, 30, who is head of AGRI’s Texas operations and son of company president B.J. “Jerry” O’Dowd, and R.F. Nelson, 51, superintendent of AGRI’s Fort Worth, Texas, elevator.

The verdicts followed 12 hours of deliberation.

During the 10-day trial, AGRI officials acknowledged that the firm shipped 133,000 bushels of wheat it was storing for the Commodity Credit Corp., a federal agency.

But defense attorneys argued that the shipment was in error to fill an order and that there was no criminal intent or conspiracy, as alleged in a federal indictment.

The case stemmed from an incident last May 5-6, when AGRI was facing penalties of $6,000 a day because it had run out of its own high-quality wheat to fill an export ship waiting at Houston. It then ordered 40 railroad cars of the government’s wheat to fill the ship.

Beg your pardon

It was incorrectly reported in the Wednesday issue of the Daily Egyptian that registration is being held for a 3-on-3 basketball tournament. Recreation for Special Populations is sponsoring a 3-on-3 wheelchair basketball tournament to be held from 7 to 9 p.m., Nov. 3, 10 and 17. Registration will be held until Nov. 2 at the Recreation Center Information Desk.
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10. K
11. T
12. H
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17. D
18. P
19. Y
20. C
21. V
22. B
23. X
24. Z
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For over 20 years, we’ve been making the best pizza we know how, and we’ve been delivering it in 30 minutes or less.

Call us tonight.
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Oh, sure we could cut down on the size, use artificial cheese, skimp on the items and then sell it two for one. But we just don’t believe in doing business that way.

For over 20 years, we’ve been making the best pizza we know how, and we’ve been delivering it in 30 minutes or less.

Call us tonight.

$1.00 off any 16” pizza. One coupon per pizza. Expires: 12/31/83

John’s Pizza
616 E. Walnut
Phone: 457-9778

Fred’s Bulletin:

FRIDAYS: The Fred’s Hoe-Down. Where the fun never ends.

THE GREAT ESCAPE

THURSDAY NIGHT

THE DEAD END KIDS

75 & 16 OZ.

Fried’s

EXCITEMENT YOU CAN TASTE.

Arrow introduces Apple Schnapps!

Apple Schnapps

After the lightning excitement of stick on stick, taste the crisp excitement of fresh apples blended with the warmth and smoothness of schnapps!
Institute plans two summer China tours

The Institute of China Studies is sponsoring two summer trips to China.

- A tour of Soochow, Amoy-Fllochow, Shangai, Beijing, Xian, Hangchow, Canton, and Hongkong will be taken from July 5 to 31. The cost is $2,990.

Another trip will be taken from Aug. 16 to Sept. 3 to Kwelain, Shangai, Beijing, Xian, Hangchow, Canton, and Hongkong. The cost is $2,990.

People interested in either tour may contact Harry Kiang at 312-677-0982.

Gomez agreed that students need to continue to work on improving their English.

"I think it is a good program because now I can talk to you," Gomez said.

Studied, from Page 8

"We teach English through a variety of courses. From the beginning the emphasis is on listening, speaking, reading and writing skills.

CESL is a unit of the Department of Linguistics and is staffed by faculty members. The program is composed of four eight-week terms during the academic year and two six-week terms during the summer.

Each of the four undergraduate course levels meets six hours a day. The fifth level meets for two hours each day. Around 100 countries are represented by more than 2,000 students.

"A foreign student coming here has no difficulty finding his countrymen and associating with them," Danseh said.

Rita Moore, foreign student advisor, said she helps students deal with non-academic problems such as immigration and getting adequate health care. About the CESL students she said, "They get a certain level of proficiency here but they can't say they have enough."
Two rounds complete in international tourney

Two rounds of play have been completed in the International Soccer Tournament sponsored by the International Student Council. In the first round, played Oct. 11, Malaysia blasted the Chinese team 14-0, while the United States and Greece tied 1-1. Venezuela nipped the United Nations club 8-6 and Africa trounced Pakistan 14-0.

The next match was Malaysia claiming a 6-1 decision over Palestine. Venezuela bowed Japan 6-0. Greece dropped the Chinese team 4-1 and Africa defeated the United Nations club 7-0.

Round three starts Saturday, with the United States taking on Palestine at 1 p.m. at McAn­drews, followed by Pakistan against Japan and Venezuela against Africa.

Sunday Malaysia will square off with the United States, the Philippines will play Pakistan and Greece will take on Palestine.

MINI-COURSES Fall '83

Jane Fonda & Aerobic Dance
Wed 11:30-12:30 5.00
Th 1:30-2:30 5.00

Tup Dance
Mon 7:30-8:30 5.00

Beginning Contradance
Th 7:30-8:30 5.00

Intermediate Clogging
Tues 7:30-8:00 13.00

Cosmetology
Wed 9:00-10:30 5.00

Beginning Guitar
Mon 6:30-7:00 13.00

Intermediate Guitar
Wed 6:30-7:00 13.00

Rodeback Riding
Saturdays 4:00

Conversational Japanese
Tues 7:30-8:00 15.00

Conversational Sign Language I
Tues 7:00-8:00 15.00

Conversational Sign Language II
Tues 7:00-8:00 15.00

The New Horizons Mini-Course program is looking for people to fill the following positions:

- Promotion Coordinator
- Special Programs Coordinator
- Instructor Recruitment & Evaluation
- Program Director

If you are interested in "getting involved" with the mini-course program please call the SPC Office.

THURSDAY
Two Bit Nite
25¢ 12oz. Mugs of Bud Light, Michelob or Busch & 2 Soft Drinks
With Buffet or Eat In Pizza
Pizza - Pepperoni, Sausage, or DBL Cheese
$3.89

2 for 1 DRINK NITE
Tanqueray A Mixer
$7.50

RARE FORM
Tequila Sunrise 75¢
Whiskey & Mixer

LADIES VIDEOS
Play Ball Games
LUNCH SPECIAL
Hot Dogs 35¢
Vienna All Beef

OPEN 10 A.M.
Playoff goal on the line for ISU

By Jim Leva
Staff Writer

Indiana State's football playoff hopes will rise or fall Saturday when they host the 7-4 Salukis.

Carrying an 8-3-1 A-IAA No. 14 ranking into the game, the Sycamores cannot afford another loss. A Saluki win will guarantee ISU's 7-4-1 record and the team's hope to be in the 12-team, I-AA playoff chase.

A shot at the Missouri Valley Conference title also weighs heavily on the game.

Indiana State is 5-2 with a 1-1 mark in the MVC and 12-13 to Florida, which is ranked No. 6 in the A-IAA, and lost 37-20 to MVC leader Illinois State.

"There is a riding on this game for both teams," SIU Coach De-nnis Raetz said. "If one of us is going to win the MVC title, then we have to win this game."

Raetz said that the MVC title, though, is not as important as a playoff position is. As far as the playoffs are concerned, Raetz said this game means more to his squad than it does to the Salukis.

"As far as our playoff hopes are concerned," Raetz said, "we have to win this game. This game is not as important to us as it is to them. A loss this weekend would surely put a cramp in our hopes for a playoff spot."

"Neither could lose this weekend and still make the playoffs if it wins the rest of its games. A loss by us could end our playoff chances. Losing could prove fatal for the Sycamores. After playing our last two games on the road, a Saluki loss is ranked Eastern Illinois."

If the Sycamores can beat both squads, the rest of the season could be a cakewalk for them. In their last two games, they play West Texas State and Drake, which have a combined 6-15-1 record this season.

Indiana State has not had much luck recently when playing the Salukis. SIU-C although trailing in the series 10-9, has won five of the last seven encounters between the two schools.

The last time Indiana State defeated the Salukis was in 1962, by a 1:54 score. SIU-C has won the last two games.

But this week's game marks homecoming for Indiana State, and Raetz is hoping his players will get a little more "up" for the Saluki. Raetz said he is expecting a close football game this weekend for his squad. "Whether it will be a high scoring or low scoring game, I don't know," Raetz said. "I'm looking for a close game. I think that's what we execute the best will win."

Raetz' Sycamores have executed well this season, SIU leads the MVC in the turnover margin, 125 turnovers recovered than lost.

Cornerback Kevin Ramsey leads the secondary, as well as the MVC with five interceptions. Ramsey, a second team All-MVC pick last year, has a career total of nine interceptions.

Although Ramsey is a key part of the defense, Raetz said he centers his defense around back Christian Clardy and quarterback Mark Miller.

Martin was an All-MVC first team selection last season and is being touted as a MVC Defensive Player of the Year candidate. Miller has been selected once since this season as MVC Defensive Player of the Week.

Raetz' Sycamores are ranked one slot behind the Salukis in the MVC in total defense. ISU has allowed an average of 317.4 yards per game, while allowing just 13.1 points per game.

The Saluki offense, though, has averaged 336.2 yards per game. Raetz said he knows his own offense is going to have to produce in order for his team to win the game.

Quarterback Jeff Miller, named MVC Offensive Player of the Week for his performance against Wichita State Saturday, is ranked second in passing efficiency in the MVC. He leads the Sycamore attack.

Miller has completed 95 of 184 passes for 1,126 yards with five touchdowns, while throwing just 11 interceptions.

Miller's favorite targets are Terry Bell, Anthony Kimball and Joe Downing, who have combined for 109 receptions, 827 yards and two touchdowns.

Starting tailback Darrell Chapy has missed the last three games with a bruised thigh that contains calcium deposits.

Raetz said. Substitute Kevin Henderson, though, has stepped right into the action, gaining 59 yards on 11 carries for the year.

Even though it is a big ballgame for the Salukis, it is even a bigger one for Indiana State, Raetz said, and he is hoping his Sycamores do not get knocked over and out of the race.

---

Full Tilt plays host for biggest frisbee tourney to hit campus

By Sherry "Chick-fil-A"
Sports Editor

The biggest Ultimate Frisbee tournament in the history of the Midwest Region will open at 8 a.m. Saturday when 16 teams representing 14 states in the Midwest converge on the campus for the Midwest Regional Ultimate Frisbee Tournament.

The regional is the final step to qualify for the national championship and a slot at the SU-C team. Full Tilt has never a club team ready to fill a tournament, and a tournament player. Bill Byrnes said the team hopes for a good crowd turning out to watch and support the team.

"This is just not backyard frisbee," Byrnes said. "We need people to recognize it as a sport. This weekend people can see things that have been seen before and have never imagined."

The top two teams will advance to the nationals in New Orleans, La., the week of Thanksgiving. Byrnes said the SIU-C team is determined to make the trip.

"Only four teams will be playing in the finals Sunday and we are one of them," Byrnes said. "We're psyched, and no one is hurt. It will be easier once we are all home."

"For us to finish No. 1 or 2 will be fulfilling our dreams of making the national championship. Winning is everything right now."

Pushing Full Tilt for the top spot is the Salukis, who are ranked No. 1 in the nation. The Salukis, which won the regional in '79, '80 and '81, and was third at nationals in '79 and '80, as well as the Tunas, a club from St. Louis which was second in the country last year.

Byrnes said the favorite in the regional could be the Ed Martin Dundie-Makers, a Chicago-based inner city team with a good bunch of players.

Other teams battling it out over the weekend include the

Horrors Zontals and Gang Green, both of Kansas, the University of Michigan, the Boones County Ozone Outlaws, from Springfield, Mo., the University of Kentucky, Ohio University, Clinton Valley, Chicago, to teams from Florida, Wisconsin, and one from Yellow Springs, Ohio.

The games will be played on six fields laid out around the Coliseum and Abe Martin field. The teams will be divided into four pools, with round robin play and the top two teams advancing to the quarter finals to be held all afternoon.

Byrnes said all games will be highly competitive.

---

Adult Education
Citizens of Perry and Jackson Counties, Illinois,
If you or your friends want information on new free adult education classes for GED (high school equivalency) or ABE (adult basic education-elementary school equivalency), call or write your regional superintendent of schools office.

Perry County Courthouse
Pickneyville, Illinois 62274
357-2628

Jackson County Courthouse
Murphysboro, Illinois 62966
684-2151 ext. 243

Donald D. Stricklin
Regional Supt. of Schools
Jackson-Perry Counties

---

"Jose Cuervo You Are a Friend of Mine"

Coming Saturday Oct. 22nd To The Lewis Park Mall

The Worlds Largest Tequila Bottle

"The World's Largest Tequila Bottle" is coming to the Lewis Park Mall on Saturday, October 22nd.

The bottle, which stands over 8 feet tall, will be on display to celebrate the popularity of Jose Cuervo tequila.

Visitors will have the opportunity to take pictures and enjoy a taste of the famous drink.

Located at 1100 Lewis Park Mall, the bottle will be open for viewing from 8am to 6pm.

---

Murdale True Value
Safe & Lock Department
For all your Security Needs
Fully Staffed Shop
2 Keys for the Price of 1
(American Only)
$29.34-

---

AMTRAK
(Round Trip)
Conference: Chicago
$63.00
Restrictions Apply
Apply by Oct. 22
B & A Travel
701 S. Univ.
S.19-7347

Ahmed's
Falafel Factory
Open: 10:30-3:00am
603 S. Madison
529-7354

---
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Tough season awaits Van Winkle's squad

By J.n. Levy
Staff Writer

An optimistic Allen Van Winkle enters his third season as Saluki basketball coach with what might be one of the hardest schedules in Saluki basketball annals.

"It's going to be a very tough schedule," Van Winkle said Wednesday at basketball Media Day. "It is probably one of the toughest schedules that the program has ever had here."

The Salukis schedule includes the University of Nevada-Las Vegas, which ended last season No. 1 in the nation, and Mississippi Valley State, which Van Winkle said are two of the top teams in the MVC.

"I'm hoping the tough schedule will help us during the Valley competition," Van Winkle said. "We don't have a lot of players with Valley experience."

Winkle's first player who had Valley experience, but he

the team's strength is at singles, and along with Gabriel Perry, a red-shirt junior, transferred from the University of Evansville where he averaged 11.6 points per game and 5.3 rebounds his freshman year. In his sophomore year, he suffered a foot injury and as his playing time fell, so did his scoring and rebounding totals.

"This is Roy's first year as a player for us," Van Winkle said, "although he was here last year practicing with us. The red shirt year helped him a lot. He really benefited from that year."

"Ken is team oriented. When he's in there on defense, his height and long arms will enable us to put more pressure on the perimeter. He will give us a new look in that zone. On offense, the jury's out on how well he will do in a game situation."

"Forward Pie Walker is the only two-year letterman on the squad and he has the most experience of any of the Salukis. Last year, he averaged 7.2 points per game and 4 rebounds. Pie will make a strong run at forward," Van Winkle said, "but I wouldn't want to say he's ahead of anyone."

"Right now, we don't have anywhere near close to a starting lineup. All of the positions are open and need to be worked for."

"I said he may not even have a set starting lineup for the first six to seven games."

Van Winkle will be counting on are guard Roy Birch, who was named team co-captain, and 6-foot-6-foot guard Kenny Perry. Birch, a red-shirt junior transfer, averaged 24.4 points per game and 9.1 rebounds two seasons ago at Coffeyville Junior College.

Perry, also a red-shirt junior, transferred from the University of Evansville where he averaged 11.6 points per game and 5.3 rebounds his freshman year. In his sophomore year, he suffered a foot injury and as his playing time fell, so did his scoring and rebounding totals.

"This is Roy's first year as a player for us," Van Winkle said, "although he was here last year practicing with us. The red shirt year helped him a lot. He really benefited from that year."

"Ken is team oriented. When he's in there on defense, his height and long arms will enable us to put more pressure on the perimeter. He will give us a new look in that zone. On offense, the jury's out on how well he will do in a game situation."

"Forward Pie Walker is the only two-year letterman on the squad and he has the most experience of any of the Salukis. Last year, he averaged 7.2 points per game and 4 rebounds. Pie will make a strong run at forward," Van Winkle said, "but I wouldn't want to say he's ahead of anyone."

"Right now, we don't have anywhere near close to a starting lineup. All of the positions are open and need to be worked for."

"I said he may not even have a set starting lineup for the first six to seven games."

Men's Rugby Club appeal denied

By George Pappas
Staff Writer

The SIU-C Men's Rugby Club was informed Wednesday that its appeal to recommendations made at a disciplinary hearing in September has been denied. The decision was made by Will Travelstead, assistant dean to Student Life, at a closed hearing Wednesday afternoon.

Travelstead refused to comment on his decision.

The club had appealed the recommendations made by the executive council of sports clubs, which stemmed from charges by Carbondale Police against the club last month by the SIU-C Travel Service. The Rugby Club was charged with having alcohol and illegal substances on a University vehicle during a bus ride from Tuscaloosa to Carbondale Sept. 3.

The five recommendations are final and the club's suspension has been lifted. The club cannot schedule away games, is barred from use of the Travel Service, must cancel the All Ghouls tournament Oct. 28-30 at SIU-C and has lost all funds from the Recreation Center for one year. The penalties will end in August 1985.

"The ruggers are also on probation until 1985 and they must participate in Carbondale Cleanup Day."

Narty Taschek, president of the club, was not pleased with Travelstead's decision.

"We got a bigger penalty than we deserved," Taschek said. "None of these recommendations fit our offense. That's why we appealed. Our perception of rugby is definitely ruined." Taschek said the club will have a meeting Thursday to decide what its next move will be. Taschek said the club wants to make another appeal, but they don't know if it's possible. Hopefully, we can appeal to some higher people," Taschek said.

Walk-on netter lays claim to No. 4 slot

By George Pappas
Staff Writer

Chris Visconti may not be the Salukis' best tennis player, but he's good enough to be playing in the No. 4 singles and No. 3 doubles positions on an explosive men's tennis team.

Visconti, a sophomore in accounting, has already compiled a 5-2 fall record in singles, and along with Gabriel Coch, they have a 4-2 mark in doubles. Visconti made the team as a walk-on last year and was placed at No. 3 doubles with partner Paul Rauch. According to SIU Coach Dick LeFevre, Visconti has come along to become a good player.

"He filled in for a couple of injured players last year and really did his father proud," said Visconti. "He's got a lot of ability."

Visconti was born and raised on the northeast part of Chicago where he attended Gordon Tech High School. He graduated at 17, a year earlier than most students because he was in seventh grade. He's been playing tennis since the age of 10. His brother, a plumber, for teaching him the basics.

"My father encouraged me to play," Visconti said, "I didn't like it much until I was 14. That's when I started entering tournaments."

In 1983 Visconti also played baseball, as a shortstop. But in high school he excluding tennis was between baseball and tennis.

"I picked tennis because it was a sport where you could compete without being an individual game," Visconti said.

In his last two years of high school Visconti followed through on a backhand shot in tennis team as well as a good business program.

LeFevre sponsored these tournaments for high school tennis players. LeFevre said SIU-C played well in the tourney. He registered for SIU-C the next week.

In two years, Visconti has made a lot of improvement. He said his beforehand is his best shot.

"I can usually place my topspin forehand anywhere on the court," Visconti said. "I still need to work on my backhand and my serve."

"But I sometimes has mental problems on the court."

"The biggest problem is that I sometimes flake out on the court. I can make two quick points and then I'll lose my concentration. I said this problem since I've been playing tennis."

"Taschek said that mere playing time should help his concentration problems. He also said that LeFevre has helped him a lot in the past two years."

"The coach is a fundamentalist," Visconti said. "He just plain tells you what you're doing wrong and how to do it."

Visconti said his toughest opponent is No. 1 singles player Doug Burke from SIU-E.

"He's a good player," Visconti said. "I go into every match expecting to win. I don't let a player, even a great one like Burke, psyche me out."

Visconti said his major goal is to become a certified public accountant, but said he will always play tennis. He said he would also like to coach the sport some day...